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EU-Chile Joint Parliamentary Committee 
 

D-CL_PV(2012)0926 

MINUTES 

 

of the 17th meeting of the EU–Chile Joint Parliamentary Committee 

on Wednesday 26 September 2012, from 9.00 to 12.30 and from 15.00 to 18.30 

Brussels 

 

The meeting began at 9.15 on Wednesday 26 September 2012, jointly chaired by António 

Correia de Campos MEP and Pablo Lorenzini Member of the Chilean Parliament, Co-

Chairs of the EU-Chile Joint Parliamentary Committee (JPC).  

1. Opening of the 17th EU-Chile JPC 

 

The Co-Chairs jointly opened the meeting. They welcomed the Senators, the Members of the 

Chilean Chamber of Deputies and the Members of the European Parliament, and also 

members of the diplomatic corps and officials from the EU institutions. 

 

The Chair of the EU delegation, António Correia de Campos: 

- welcomed the Chilean delegation and said that the Bureau had adopted the topics on the 

agenda for that meeting during its own meeting of 6 September 2012;  

- expressed his satisfaction at the creation recently of the Community of Latin American and 

Caribbean States (CELAC), and the fact that Chile was the first country to assume the pro 

tempore presidency of this new organisation; 

- listed briefly about the various topics of joint interest identified by the two delegations: the 

political and economic situation in the EU and Chile, the Understanding between the EU and 

Chile on the conservation of swordfish stocks and its ratification, energy security and 

cooperation on science, technology and innovation; 

- concluded by recalling that it was now ten years since the EU-Chile Association Agreement 

had come into force, the effects of which were still of great benefit to both parties, and 

thanked all members of the JPC, and in particular his Co-Chair Pablo Lorenzini and 

Mr Lorenzini’s predecessor, Alberto Espina, for their work in regard to parliamentary 
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monitoring of the Agreement and for what had been achieved through parliamentary 

diplomacy. 

  

The Chair of the Chilean delegation, Pablo Lorenzini: 

- stressed that the EU-Chile JPC, an exemplary political agreement during the ten years of the 

Association Agreement's existence, had been a completely new concept at the time; 

- introduced the Chilean delegation which covered the full range of Chile’s political spectrum; 

- referred to the JPC’s calendar for activities in 2013, stressing that EU-Chile JPC meetings 

are held twice a year; the 18th would be held in Santiago de Chile, shortly before the 

parliamentary summit (Sixth Eurolat Ordinary Plenary Session) and the executive summit 

(1st EU-CELAC Summit) and the 19th would be held in May 2013 in Brussels. The latter 

would be slightly different from normal and would include a seminar on: data protection, 

assessment of legislative impact (project undertaken in cooperation with the OECD), and 

assessment of work carried out by the EU-Chile JPC in the 10 years since the Association 

Agreement came into force. 

 

Tomás Dupla del Moral, EEAS Director for the Americas: 

- highlighted the excellent relations between both parties. Firm links have been established 

thanks to the wide and ambitious context provided by the Association Agreement, and these 

links have been strengthened over the first ten years of its existence; 

- stated that the EU and Chile were being effective in their joint work to support political 

stability, democracy, the rule of law and respect for human rights in Latin America and the 

rest of the world; 

- pointed out that negotiations were continuing on a EU-Chile framework agreement which 

would allow Chile to take part in future EU crisis management operations without having to 

negotiate terms of reference each time a crisis occurred. It was hoped that Chile would be 

the first Latin American country to sign an agreement of this kind; 

- concluded by highlighting the excellent cooperation between the EU and Chile in bi-regional 

and multilateral spheres; 

- emphasised that Chile deserved the highest praise from the EU for the key role it was 

playing in the bi-regional relationship, meeting the considerable demands made on it by the 

pro-tempore presidency of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean States 

(CELAC), and that it could count on the support of the EU institutions in preparing for the 

first EU-CELAC summit in Santiago de Chile on 26 and 27 January 2013 which would 

conclude the successful Chilean presidency. 

 

Speakers: Pablo Lorenzini (Co-Chair) to thank Mr Dupla del Moral for attending and 

Mr Jaime Pérez Vidal, until recently the EU’s representative in Chile, for his excellent work 

while in this post. 

 

The next speaker, HE Mr Carlos Appelgren Balbontín, Chilean Ambassador to the EU: 

- emphasised that Chile now regarded the EU as a vital partner. The relationship between the 

two parties was sustained by the jointly-held values and principles of freedom, democracy, 

justice and mutual respect. Chile and the EU were working together for a fairer, more 

inclusive world in order to tackle global challenges. This solid bilateral relationship was 

cemented by political dialogue, cooperation, growth in trade, and investment; 

- pointed out that political dialogue had risen to the highest level and there had been a 

significant rise in bilateral trade and investment since the Association Agreement had came 

into force. However, in-depth analysis of the implementation of the Association Agreement 
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revealed that it had not yet achieved its full potential and it needed to be updated in some 

fields; 

- also referred to the major events that would take place in Chile in January 2013: the 18th 

Meeting of the EU-Chile JPC (21-22 January), the Sixth Eurolat Ordinary Plenary Session 

(23-25 January) and the first Summit of the Community of Latin American and Caribbean 

States-European Union (CELAC-EU) which would bring together Heads of State or 

Government from 60 countries; 

- stressed also the importance of the visit by the Chilean President Sebastián Piñera to the EU 

institutions on 14 and 15 November, where he would meet Presidents Schulz, Van Rompuy 

and Barroso. 

 

2. Adoption of agenda 
 

The agenda was adopted. 

 

3. Approval of minutes of the 16th EU-Chile JPC 
 

The minutes of the 16th EU-Chile JPC (Brussels, 24 January 2012) were approved. 

 

Topics 

 

4. Political and economic situation in the European Union and Chile 

 

EP co-rapporteur Pablo Zalba Bidegain (PPE; ES):  

- pointed out that four years after the financial crisis had erupted, the EU was still suffering 

the consequences and it was expected that this unfavourable state of affairs would continue 

until at least the following year; 

- added that the way out of the crisis had to come from Europe since its origin lay in certain 

euro-area design faults: lack of stabilisation mechanisms capable of coping with asymmetric 

shocks within the EU, no EU supervisory mechanism for financial institutions, 

fragmentation and friction in European sovereign debt markets, weaknesses in governance 

of European fiscal discipline; 

- stated that steps had to be taken to tackle the crisis. The European Central Bank (ECB) 

decision to intervene in the debt market with no ex ante limits, the banking union under ECB 

supervision being set in motion and structural reforms in some Member States were a first 

step in the right direction; 

- recalled that the European Parliament had played a very important role by developing the 

legislative package that would strengthen EU economic governance and prevent further 

crises in the future. The new legislation consolidated the Commission’s supervisory role 

with a view to stopping excessive debt and deficits at an early stage. More specific 

indicators had also been introduced so as to pinpoint the greatest imbalances. The system 

was equipped with legislation that made it easier to impose penalties for failing to adhere to 

fiscal discipline and also made provision for strict budget-verification rules; 

- spoke of the EU’s past history and how in times of crisis it had managed to move on towards 

greater integration; 

- maintained that this crisis would not be the exception to the rule. All the solutions pointed 

towards establishing mechanisms and instruments at EU level that made it possible to tackle 

this crisis in a unified way; 
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- expressed his conviction that the EU would emerge from the current crisis stronger and more 

prepared than ever to tackle future challenges. Chile had also gone through a financial crisis 

in the 80s, and had emerged from this stronger than ever. 

 

The Chilean co-rapporteurs Jorge Tarud (PPD), Eugenio Tuma (RN) and Alberto Espina 

(PPD) set out their thoughts: 

- the European Union constituted the most serious attempt at economic integration made to 

date; 

- Europe would be stronger when it emerged from the current economic and financial crisis; 

- the EU-Chile Association Agreement, which had come into force 10 years previously, was 

still a vital element in EU-Chilean relations; 

- political stability in Chile and prospects for the 2013 presidential elections; 

- concern over the economic slowdown in Brazil, China and India, which were important 

trade partners for Chile; 

- Chile’s economy was open and diversified which made it vulnerable to the international 

economic and financial crisis; 

-poverty levels in Chile had fallen considerably in the past two decades; 

- Chile had succeeded in tackling the aftermath of the fifth most devastating earthquake the 

world had ever known; 

- tax reform needed to increase revenue; 

- the education sector needed to be reformed completely to cope with its exponential growth 

in recent years; 

- reform needed in the health sector; 

- the demands of the Mapuches had to be heard. 

 

Speakers: Guillermo Teillier (PC), María Irigoyen (S&D), Isabel Allende (PS), Ana Miranda 

(Greens), Agustín Díaz de Mera (PPE), Charles Tannock (ECR), Iván Norambuena (UDI). 

The co-rapporteurs, Pablo Zalba (PPE), Jorge Tarud (PPD), Eugenio Tuma (PPD) and 

Alberto Espina set out their conclusions. 

 

5. Energy security 

The EP co-rapporteur António Correia de Campos (S&D; PT) and Antonella Battaglini, 

Executive Director of the Renewables Grid Initiative, stressed the following points: 

- energy was one of the most important challenges facing the European Union; 

- the EU’s dependence on external energy sources weighed heavily on the balance of 

payments and was a geopolitical shortcoming at EU level; 

- the EU’s energy market remained fragmented, comprising 27 independent countries with 

differing interests; 

- the Lisbon Treaty had promoted the introduction of a common European energy policy;  

- the 2007 European Council had set out the objectives of this energy policy as: security of 

energy supply, environmental sustainability and competitive energy costs for citizens and 

businesses; 

- the Commission had published its strategy for action on energy (Energy 2020 and the 

Roadmap 2050) based on improving energy efficiency (+20%),  cutting greenhouse gas 

emissions (-20%) and increasing use of renewables (+20%); 

- renewable energy sources were a decisive factor in economic development and important for 

job creation; 

- the Association Agreements (AA) should serve as a basis for developing cooperation on 

energy with third countries. Article 22 of the AA between Chile and the EU formed the basis 

for deepening this cooperation. 
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The rapporteur for the Chilean delegation, Isabel Allende (PS) stressed the following points: 

- by energy security was meant the ability of countries to guarantee domestic and industrial 

energy consumption, making growth and economic development possible; 

- energy security was being incorporated into the political, diplomatic, trade and even military 

agendas of a large number of the world’s nations; 

- in Chile, energy security was one of the State’s political objectives, together with 

environmental sustainability and economic effficiency; 

- Chile’s own energy resources were limited, meaning it had to import most of the energy it 

consumed; 

- Chile was currently importing almost two thirds of its primary energy mix (72%) in the form 

of oil, natural gas and coal. The country was vulnerable therefore to price volatility and/or 

interruptions to supply; 

- The Chilean State needed to play a decisive role in order to create a diversified energy mix, 

keeping it ever more firmly in mind that while prices for conventional energy were rising, 

the cost of renewables was falling; 

- during President Michelle Bachelet’s term in office, the Chilean Government had promoted  

an energy security plan designed to diversify the mix (of supplies and suppliers), achieve 

greater independence/autonomy and encourage efficient and smart energy use; 

- the current government had put forward its draft National Energy Strategy, which stressed 

points such as energy efficiency, the rollout of non-conventional renewables, the role of 

traditional energy sources, the creation of a more competitive electricity market and the 

continued progress on options for regional grid interconnection. 

 

The rapporteur for the Chilean delegation, Gustavo Hasbún (UDI), referred to the energy 

policy challenges Chile faced: 

- building the generating capacity needed to support the GDP growth expected in the next 10 

years, which would mean demand for electricity rising by 70 % over 10 years; 

- directing electrical development power, basing this on the country’s own resources, moving 

towards greater energy independence and being determined in promoting development of 

non-conventional renewable sources of energy; 

- bringing in a new focus on electrical transmission, which would not just resolve existing 

shortcomings in this sphere but would put transmission before generation; 

- boosting energy efficiency, by creating a genuine energy efficiency culture among domestic 

customers and in industry, rolling out programmes and initiatives that had proved effective 

elsewhere in the world.  

 

Speakers: Charles Tannock (ECR), Guillermo Teillier (PC), Jorge Pizarro (PDC), Isabel 

Allende (PS), Gustavo Hasbún (UDI), Pablo Lorenzini (Co-Chair, PDC), António Correia de 

Campos (Co-Chair, S&D). 

 

The meeting closed at 12.30 and resumed at 15.00 with Pablo Lorenzini (Co-Chair) in the 

chair 

 

6. Update on negotiations on the Agreement between the European Union and the 

Republic of Chile on the conclusion of the Understanding concerning the conservation of 

swordfish stocks in the South-Eastern Pacific Ocean 

 

The EP co-rapporteur Pilar Ayuso (PPE, ES) set out the process that had led to the 

‘Understanding’ on conservation of swordfish stocks in the South-Eastern Pacific Ocean: 
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- in April 2008, the Council had adopted a decision authorising the Commission to open 

negotiations on behalf of the EU with Chile on a new fisheries cooperation framework; 

- on 30 October 2008, the Commission had presented the Council with the text of the 

Understanding reached by the negotiators on conservation of swordfish stocks in the 

South-Eastern Pacific Ocean; 

- in October 2009, the parties had initialled Technical Annex I to the Understanding which 

contained requirements EU fishing vessels catching swordfish had to follow in order to 

access the Chilean ports designated; 

- the following points in the Understanding needed to be stressed: guaranteed access to the 

three ports in Chile designated, inclusion of an explicit agreement by Chile not to apply its 

national legislation on minimum size of swordfish species to EU catches on the high seas; 

- on 30 November 2010, the EP Committee on Fisheries had rejected the draft agreement with 

Chile, considering that it did not solve problems for the EU fleet’s landings. The rapporteur, 

Mr Pat the Cope Gallagher (ALDE), had bewailed the fact that the Understanding only 

mentioned swordfish and would not therefore solve the problems experienced by fishermen 

catching other fish species and said that even those catching swordfish considered that the 

conditions granting access to Chilean ports were insufficient; 

- Chile for its part had said that the Understanding was strongly opposed by the Chilean 

Congress and industry, and that additional points had to be added to satisfy their interests, 

- the Council’s Decision of 3 June 2010 had rendered the text of the Understanding final. It 

was not possible to amend the negotiated text therefore. Introducing changes to the 

Understanding would mean new negotiations based on formal authorisation by the Council. 

This would have to be followed by a proposal of the Commission for a new Council 

decision. The Commission did not feel there were currently any grounds for opening new 

negotiations with Chile.  

 

The rapporteur for the Chilean delegation, Clemira Pacheco (PS), gave her view on the 

swordfish issue in the context of EU-Chile relations: 

- Supreme Decree No 598 of 1999 of the Undersecretariat for Fisheries of Chile had laid 

down that conservation measures in force for swordfish in Chile’s economic exclusion zone 

were to be applied to all stocks of this fish, meaning it covered the high seas; 

- this decree had led to a dispute with the European Union which the Understanding of 

October 2008 had finally put an end to. However, the Undersecretariat for Fisheries felt that 

the following items (at least) in the Understanding went against national interests: the 

obligation on Chile to grant the EU fleet access to designated national ports (in principle 

Arica, Antofagasta and Punta Arenas) and the failure to clearly define the area the 

Understanding applied to. No progress could be made against this background. 

 

Speaker: Ambassador Carlos Appelgren was adamant that: 

- it was wrong to say there was a signed Understanding which needed to be revised. The 

Understanding was still awaiting signature; 

- the Commission’s Fisheries DG had received a diplomatic note in January 2012 from the 

Chilean authorities containing new proposals in this regard; 

- the Chilean Government, which was keen to see this problem solved, always met its 

international commitments.  

 

7. Cooperation in the fields of science, technology and innovation 

 

The EP co-rapporteur María Irigoyen (S&D, ES): 

- referred to the Science and Technology Cooperation Agreement signed in 
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September 2002, ratified in 2003, and which entered into force on 10 January 2007 initially 

for a period of five years which could be renewed. The agreement emphasised as bases for 

cooperation the principles of mutual benefit, reciprocal access by both parties to each other’s 

research and technological development work, timely exchange of information and proper 

protection of intellectual property rights; 

- added that one of the main achievements of this enhanced tronger bilateral cooperation had 

been the significant rise in the number of Chilean teams and projects participating in EU 

research framework programmes. There were 75 teams involved at that point in time in 

projects for the 7th Framework Programme (2007-2013). Chile had also played an active 

part in a large number of regional cooperation programmes addressing areas such as 

education, science, technology and innovation, and which benefited from EU economic and 

technical cooperation, i.e. ALFA (higher education), ALIS (information society), ALßAN 

(higher education grants) and EULARINET (bi-regional dialogue on science and 

technology); 

- pointed to the excellent relationship between the European Union and Chile which would 

have to be strengthened through contacts, coordination and dialogue in the various political 

and economic dimensions and on cooperation. Collaboration on scientific and technological 

matters ought not to be something set apart but needed to go much further by contributing to 

social and economic development and competitiveness both in Chile and in the EU; 

- highlighted the need to deepen links between education, research and innovation, i.e. the 

knowledge triangle; and in a university designed as a public service; basic pillars not just for 

the economy and sustainable economic growth but for the benefit of the whole population 

too.  
 

The Chilean delegation’s rapporteurs, Rosauro Martínez (RN) and Jovino Novoa (UDI) 

emphasised that: 

- the Chilean Congress had made great efforts to ensure that the development of science, 

technology and innovation was helped by legislation. However, a great deal still remained to 

be done, and many proposals had been tabled. In spite of the progress made in Chile in 

recent years, investment in science only accounted for 0.5 % of GDP. Congress had adopted 

a law on 7 September 2012 on research and development; 

- added that the European Parliament for its part had contributed significantly to the 

development of framework programmes in science and technology, as well as to innovation 

and competitiveness. Chile’s participation in the 6th and 7th framework programmes, which 

saw knowledge as key to economic and social development, had also been important; 

- said that a variety of initiatives on innovation had been carried out with the EU. This had 

enabled the quality of food products for export to be raised the highest standards required. 

Funds had also been directed at SMEs, with the EU and the Chilean Government 

contributing almost equal amounts. And progress had been made in two of the main strands 

of ongoing multiannual cooperation (2007-2013): social cohesion, and innovation and 

competitiveness.  

 

Speaker: António Correia de Campos (Co-Chair). 

 

8. Update from the Chilean delegation on preparations for the First EU-CELAC 

Summit (Santiago de Chile, January 2013) 

 

The Chilean rapporteurs, Jorge Pizarro and Pablo Lorenzini: 

- both referred to the major events in January, in Santiago de Chile, during the first 

EU-CELAC Summit of Heads of State or Government; 
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- said that the aim of the summit’s central theme – ‘Alliance for Sustainable Development to 

Promote Investments of Social and Environmental Quality’ – was to deepen and diversify 

investment in both regions, increase the participation of countries in this work, ease 

conditions for businesses and step up investment in renewable and clean energy sources. It 

would also promote increased Latin American investment in Europe; 

- described as the hoped for outcome of the summit: a Santiago Declaration, a new action plan 

to follow on from the Madrid Action Plan, a statistical compendium on EU-CELAC 

migration, signature of an agreement establishing the EU-LAC Foundation and the start of 

negotiations on a Euro-Latin American social security agreement; 

- said that Chile, which was chairing the LAC-EU dialogue, insisted on legislators being 

involved too and, in particular, the Euro-Latin American Parliamentary Assembly (EuroLat), 

which would meet just a few days before the summit, with the outcomes of this being 

delivered to Heads of State or Government. 

 

9. Other business 

 

Rosauro Martínez (Chile) and María Irigoyen (EP) referred to the possibility of holding a 

meeting between EU and Chilean university rectors to promote pedagogical, scientific and 

cultural exchanges and lecturer and student mobility. 

 

 

10. Consideration and adoption of the Joint Declaration 

 

Speakers: Gustavo Hasbún (UDI), Agustín Díaz de Mera, (PPE), Jorge Pizarro (PDC), Ana 

Miranda (Greens), Alberto Espina (RN), António Correia de Campos (S&D), Isabel Allende 

(PS), María Irigoyen (S&D), Guillermo Teillier (PC), Pablo Lorenzini (PDC). 

 

The Joint Declaration was adopted (see Annex IV). 

 

 

11.  Date and place of next meeting 

 

The 18th EU-Chile JPC meeting would be held on 21 and 22 January 2013 in Santiago de 

Chile. 

The meeting closed at 18.15. 

*     * 

*
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Annex I 

ПРИСЪСТВЕН ЛИСТ/LISTA DE ASISTENCIA/PREZENČNÍ LISTINA/DELTAGERLISTE/ 

ANWESENHEITSLISTE/KOHALOLIJATE NIMEKIRI/ΚΑΤΑΣΤΑΣΗ ΠΑΡΟΝΤΩΝ/RECORD OF ATTENDANCE/ 

LISTE DE PRÉSENCE/ELENCO DI PRESENZA/APMEKLĒJUMU REĢISTRS/DALYVIŲ SĄRAŠAS/JELENLÉTI ÍV/ 

REĠISTRU TA' ATTENDENZA/PRESENTIELIJST/LISTA OBECNOŚCI/LISTA DE PRESENÇAS/LISTĂ DE PREZENŢĂ/ 

PREZENČNÁ LISTINA/SEZNAM NAVZOČIH/LÄSNÄOLOLISTA/DELTAGARLISTA 

 

Бюро/Mesa/Předsednictvo/Formandskabet/Vorstand/Juhatus/Προεδρείο/Bureau/Ufficio di presidenza/Prezidijs/Biuras/Elnökség/ 

Prezydium/Birou/Predsedníctvo/Predsedstvo/Puheenjohtajisto/Presidiet (*) 

António Correia de Campos (P), Pilar Ayuso (VP), Georgios Papanikolaou (VP) 

Членове/Diputados/Poslanci/Medlemmer/Mitglieder/Parlamendiliikmed/Μέλη/Members/Députés/Deputati/Deputāti/Nariai/Képviselõk/ 
Membri/Leden/Posłowie/Deputados/Deputaţi/Jäsenet/Ledamöter 

Agustín Díaz de Mera , María Irigoyen, Veronica Lope Fontagné,Vladko Panayotov, Bernhard Rapkay, Nicole Sinclaire, Charles 

Tannock 

Заместници/Suplentes/Náhradníci/Stedfortrædere/Stellvertreter/Asendusliikmed/Αναπληρωτές/Substitutes/Suppléants/Supplenti/ 

Aizstājēji/Pavaduojantys nariai/Póttagok/Sostituti/Plaatsvervangers/Zastępcy/Membros suplentes/Supleanţi/Náhradníci/Namestniki/ 
Varajäsenet/Suppleanter 

Ana Miranda, Pablo Zalba  

 

 

 

187 (2) 

 

193 (3) 

Vicente Garcez Ramón 

49 (6) (Точка от дневния ред/Punto del orden del día/Bod pořadu jednání (OJ)/Punkt på dagsordenen/Tagesordnungspunkt/Päevakorra 

punkt/Ημερήσια Διάταξη Σημείο/Agenda item/Point OJ/Punto all'ordine del giorno/Darba kārtības punkts/Darbotvarkės punktas/ 

Napirendi pont/Punt fuq l-aġenda/Agendapunt/Punkt porządku dziennego/Ponto OD/Punct de pe ordinea de zi/Bod programu schôdze/ 
Točka UL/Esityslistan kohta/Föredragningslista punkt) 
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Наблюдатели/Observadores/Pozorovatelé/Observatører/Beobachter/Vaatlejad/Παρατηρητές/Observers/Observateurs/Osservatori/ 

Novērotāji/Stebėtojai/Megfigyelők/Osservaturi/Waarnemers/Obserwatorzy/Observadores/Observatori/Pozorovatelia/Opazovalci/ 

Tarkkailijat/Observatörer 

 

 
 

 

По покана на председателя/Por invitación del presidente/Na pozvání předsedy/Efter indbydelse fra formanden/Auf Einladung des 

Vorsitzenden/Esimehe kutsel/Με πρόσκληση του Προέδρου/At the invitation of the Chair(wo)man/Sur l'invitation du président/ 
Su invito del presidente/Pēc priekšsēdētāja uzaicinājuma/Pirmininkui pakvietus/Az elnök meghívására/Fuq stedina tal-President/ 

Op uitnodiging van de voorzitter/Na zaproszenie Przewodniczącego/A convite do Presidente/La invitaţia preşedintelui/Na pozvanie 

predsedu/Na povabilo predsednika/Puheenjohtajan kutsusta/På ordförandens inbjudan 

(Lista Invitados Chilenos adjunta) 

 
 

 

Съвет/Consejo/Rada/Rådet/Rat/Nõukogu/Συμβούλιο/Council/Conseil/Consiglio/Padome/Taryba/Tanács/Kunsill/Raad/Conselho/ 
Consiliu/Svet/Neuvosto/Rådet (*) 

 

Комисия/Comisión/Komise/Kommissionen/Kommission/Euroopa Komisjon/Επιτροπή/Commission/Commissione/Komisija/Bizottság/ 

Kummissjoni/Commissie/Komisja/Comissão/Comisie/Komisia/Komissio/Kommissionen (*) 

 

Европейска служба за външна дейност/Evropská služba pro vnější činnost/EU-Udenrigstjenesten/Europäischer Auswärtiger 
Dienst/Euroopa välisteenistus/Ευρωπαϊκή Υπηρεσία Εξωτερικής Δράσης/European External Action service/Servicio Europeo de 

Acción Exterior/Service européen pour l'action extérieure/Servizio europeo per l’azione esterna/Eiropas Ārējās darbības 

dienests/Europos išorės veiksmų tarnyba/Európai Külügyi Szolgálat/Servizz Ewropew għall-Azzjoni Esterna/Europese dienst voor 
extern optreden/Europejska Służba Działań Zewnętrznych/Serviço Europeu para a Acção Externa/Serviciul european pentru acţiune 

externă/Európska služba pre vonkajšiu činnosť/Evropska služba za zunanje delovanje/Euroopan ulkosuhdehallinto/Europeiska 

avdelningen för yttre åtgärd (*) 

Tomás Dupla del Moral, Belén Martínez Carbonell, Nicole Murray 

Други институции/Otras instituciones/Ostatní orgány a instituce/Andre institutioner/Andere Organe/Muud institutsioonid/ 
Άλλα θεσμικά όργανα/Other institutions/Autres institutions/Altre istituzioni/Citas iestādes/Kitos institucijos/Más intézmények/ 

Istituzzjonijiet oħra/Andere instellingen/Inne instytucje/Outras Instituições/Alte instituţii/Iné inštitúcie/Druge institucije/Muut 

toimielimet/Andra institutioner/organ 
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Други участници/Otros participantes/Ostatní účastníci/Endvidere deltog/Andere Teilnehmer/Muud osalejad/Επίσης Παρόντες/Other 

participants/Autres participants/Altri partecipanti/Citi klātesošie/Kiti dalyviai/Más résztvevők/Parteċipanti oħra/Andere aanwezigen/ 

Inni uczestnicy/Outros participantes/Alţi participanţi/Iní účastníci/Drugi udeleženci/Muut osallistujat/Övriga deltagare 
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Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE-Chile 

 

 

 

 

 D-CL_OJ (2012)0926 

PROYECTO DE ORDEN DEL DÍA 

XVII Reunión de la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE/Chile 

Miércoles, 26 de septiembre de 2012, de las 9.00 a las 12.30 y de las 15.00 a las 18.30 

horas 

BRUSELAS 

Sala: A5 E2 

 

5. Sesión Inaugural de la XVII CPM UE/Chile: 

 

- Sr. António Correia de Campos, Copresidente de la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta 

UE/Chile; 

- Sr. Pablo Lorenzini, Copresidente de la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE/Chile; 

- Sr. Tomás Dupla del Moral, Director para las Américas en el Servicio Europeo de 

Acción Exterior 

- S. E. Sr. Carlos Appelgren Balbontín, Embajador de Chile ante la Unión Europea  

 

 

6. Aprobación del proyecto de orden del día   (PE 446.812v01-00) 

 

 

3. Aprobación del acta de la XVI CPM UE/Chile   (PE 446.811v01-00) 
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Temas: 

 

 

7. Situación política y económica en la Unión Europea y Chile 

 

Ponente de la delegación del PE: Pablo Zalba Bidegain (PPE) 

Ponentes de la delegación chilena: Jorge Tarud (PPD), Alberto Espina (RN), Eugenio 

Tuma (PPD) 
 

 

8. Seguridad energética 

 

Ponente de la delegación del PE: António Correia de Campos (S&D) 

Ponentes de la delegación chilena: Isabel Allende (PS) y Gustavo Hasbún  

(UDI) 

 

 

De las 13.00 a las 14.30 horas 

 

Almuerzo en honor de la delegación chilena ofrecido por el Vice-Presidente del 

Parlamento Europeo, Sr. Gianni Pittella, en nombre del Presidente del Parlamento 

Europeo 

 

Lugar: Salón privado del Presidente, edificio Paul Henri Spaak, planta 12 

 

 

9. Información por parte de la Comisión Europea sobre las negociaciones del   

Acuerdo entre la Unión Europea y la República de Chile para la celebración del 

Entendimiento relativo a la conservación de las poblaciones de pez espada en el 

Océano Pacífico Sudeste  

 

Ponente de la delegación del PE: Pilar Ayuso (PPE) 

Ponente de la delegación chilena: Clemira Pacheco (PS) 

 

 

10. Cooperación en los ámbitos de la ciencia, la tecnología y la información 

 

Ponente de la delegación del PE: María Irigoyen (S&D). 

Ponentes de la delegación chilena: Jovino Novoa (UDI) y Rosauro Martínez (RN) 

 

 

7. Información por parte de la Delegación chilena sobre la preparación de la Primera 

Cumbre UE- CELAC (Santiago de Chile, enero de 2013)  

 

Ponentes de la delegación chilena: Jorge Pizarro (PDC) y Pablo Lorenzini (PDC) 

 

 

11. Asuntos varios    
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12. Consideración y adopción de la Declaración Conjunta 

 

 

13. Fecha y lugar de la próxima reunión 

 

 

De las 20.00 a las 22.00 horas 

 

Cena en honor de la delegación chilena ofrecida por el Sr. António Correia de 

Campos, Co-Presidente de la Delegación a la Comisión Parlamentaria Mixta UE-

Chile  

 

Lugar: Salón Brighton, restaurante del Hotel Stanhope, rue du Commerce, 9, 

1000 Bruselas  

 

 

 
 


